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DRILLING ENGLISH
AUXILIARY VERBS ININ ESL
CLASSES
by donald M decker

the effective mastery of the various aux-
iliary

short answers as follows
iliaryverbsverbs is one of the major challenges can you see me instructors question
faced by a speaker of another language while yes I1I1 can students answer
he is learning english few otherlanguagesother languages of would you like to visit florida yes I1I1
the world have anything quite like english would
auxiliary verbs andan d none makes use of them in will you eat dinner today yes I1I1 will
exactly the same way yet they are one of the since each question is phrased in the
principal features of the structure of english you form each corcoTcorrespondingresponding answer will
and are called into play in nearly all trans-
formations

consist of yes I1 pluspius the same
of verb phrases until they are auxiliary verb employed at the beginning of

mastered the student will have considerable the question this is an effective way to
difficulty in all four basic skills in english initiate the auxiliary verb drills because it
aural comprehension speaking reading and a is relatively easy b takes the form of a
writing meaningful dialogue and c emphasizes

the two most commonly used auxiliary both the aural grasp and the oral produc-
tionverbs are be and do are you study-

ing
of the various auxiliary verbs this

english do you like this book type of drill should be done until each stu-
denthave often functions as an auxiliary verb can produce the oral replies freely

have you finished the lesson eight and easily at the same time the instructor
modal auxiliary verbs are also commonly should be sure that the meaning of each
used can could will would auxiliary verb is clearlylearly understood
494 9must 515915 66. should may and might the second step is to ask similarly phrased

all of these auxiliary verbs can be effec-
tively

questions but which evoke negative an-
swerstaught by using specifically designed as follows

audio lingual exercises students generally can you speak english perfectly no I1I1enjoy the practice exercises which are to be cantdescribed step by step before they are
would you like to be sick now no I1

begun however the instructor should help wouldnttthe students learn the most usual meanings could you write when you were a baby
of the auxiliary verbs in whatever way he no I1 couldncoulden t
deems most appropriate in some cases As each question uses the you formthe attempt may be made to find the near-
est

each answeranswer consists of no 1 7.7 plus
equivalents in the mother tongue it is the negative contraction of the same aux-

iliaryextremely important that the students have verb used at the beginning of the ques-
tionsufficient command of basic english to un-

derstand
except in those cases in which con-

tractionsderstand the simple vocavocabularybularybucary to be used tr are not commonly used as in may
in the exercises as well as the most usual not might not and am not the
meaning of each of the auxiliary verbstoverastoverbs to be contractions which may be drilled in this
practiced manner are isnt 96 arent96arent wasnt

the first step in the drills is to ask the werent dontdonti doesnt didnt
students one by one questquestionsionslons which bebegingingln havent hishasntnt hadnt4hadnt dantcantcantdaht 3

with auxiliary verbs and which may logical-
ly

ad4dcouldntoulouidntant 1 I wont 9 wwouldntouldouidnt mustnt
be answered in the affirmative using and shouldnt this step provides the same
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three benefits as thefirstthe first step plus the ad-
ditional

may it rain today yes it may
ditional one of helping students become should he study in order to learn in-

dicatingfamiliar with the use of negative forms of dicating another student yes hishouldhehi should
the auxiliary verbs As a special case the would they like to speak english well
short answer with am shouldbeshould be contract-
ed

indicating the other students yes they
as no fmim not wouldVWUICL

the first two steps providing ample should we sleep during the class no
practice in the use of the affirmative and we shouldntt
negative short answers should be reviewed will it snow this afternoon no it
until the answers are supplied quickly and wont
easily Is she listening to us yes she is

the third step consists of presenting the must we eat in order to livefive yes we
two types of questions in mixed order as must
follows did they bring hats to class no they

can you see me yes I1 carlcancartcaal didnt
should you eat during the class no I1 does he have a pencil yes he does

shouldnt may I1 speak to you in english yes you

do you drink water every day yes I1 do may
have you brought an apple to class no have we begun this lesson yes we have

I1 havent once the use of varied pronouns is mas-
teredcould you write when you were two years together with the correct corresponding

old novo I1 couldnt auxiliary verbs the students are ready for
will you leave this room after the class step five which consists of the use of com

yes I1 will mon and proper nnouns in the questions and
would you like to speak english well of the corresponding pronouns in the short

yeses I1I1 would answers as follows
must you sleep all day no I1I1 mustnt Is the sun shining now yes irisitisit is

did you bring a pencil to class yes hayehave some americans visited your
1I1 did country yes they have

will you visit youryour uncle tomorrow no does a horse run onfouron four legs yes it
1I wont does

do you know every word in english should most children leamlearn to read yes
no I1 dont they should

did marco polo discover america nohadhwd you seen some american movies last
bearyear yes I1 had he didndidntdiant

use of the mixed questions will confirm have the other students and you spoken
the abmvalabtyabma of the students to comprehend english today yes we have
the questions and to answer them correctly will an airmail letter go by boatboat no
according to their individual meanings it wont
this step should be repeated several times would yourbrotheryour brother lilikeikeilke a new car yes
and on different occasions until the1heahe in-
structor

he would
strucstrudtor feels that all or nearly all the stu-
dents

although this type of construction is very
have mastered it common in english dialogues it requires a

thefourththe fourth step is to introduce pronoun great deal of practice before it is mastered
subjects other than you in the questions step six begins the use of double questions

these should be used in the questions and eliciting complete sentences in the second
repeated in the answers as follows answers as follows

do you want to speak english well can you see me yes I1 can
yes we do what can you do 1I can see you

does she have blackhairblack hair indicating will you eat dinner today yes I1 will
another student Nno0 she doesnt what will yay6youu do JWilllillii eat dinner today
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haselaseias your brother leainedlearned german no what did you do I1I1 brought a pencil
he hasnt to classclawcluss

what hasnt he done he hasntt learned it is generally advisable to begin the
german practice of eliciting complete sentences with
this is one of the most difficult steps of all the easier step one questions first and
because several complex factors are in-
volved

gradually progress on through steps two
the first challenge is to the memory through five step five questions the most

since the student mustrecallmust recall the total word-
ing

challenging will be presented as follows
of the original question this may be

especially difficult if the question is long should most children learn to read

would you read a newspaper if you had yes they should
one yes I1I1 would what should they do they should

what would you do id read a news-
paper

learn to read

itiif I1 had one does a horse run on four legs yes it
should you try to speak better english does
yes I1I1 should what does it do it runs on four legs

what should you do 11II should try to have the other students spoken french
speak better english today no they havent

must a student study in order to leamlearn what havent they done they havent
yes he must spoken french today

what must he do he must study in are many people trying to learn english
order to learnleam yes they are

A second challenge involves the reduction what are they doing theyre trying to
or contraction of the auxiliary verb when it learn english
precedes the main verb in the complete the seventh and final step is to use the
sentence contractions which may be prac-
ticed

auxiliary verb drills in a variety of interesting
in this way are im youre ways questions of all the different types

hes for he is and he has ive may be asked in mixed order so that students
iti111 and id alforlforfor 1I would and ahad1fhI hadfhadad are challenged to respond with complete
the auxiliaries was were can tlethe of theflexibility according to tie meaning

could must and should are not really question and the appropriateness of the
contracted bbutut are reduced in pronunciation answer the chain technique may be
and stress in the full sentence as follows firstapplied whereby the teacher asks the

can you read yes I1I1 can the vowel question of one student who answers it
of can is fullfidlfuliaahl and receives heavy stress flishislils neighbor then asks the what Y

what can you do I1 can read thethe question of his neighbor on the other side
vowel of can is reduced and receives weak who answers it also the students may do
stress this by drawing slips of paper with questions

another challenge occurs when the and asking them aloud of one another
commonly used do does and did students may also be encouraged to ask
are omitted and the corresponding verb their own spontaneous questions of the
forms are used in the complete sentences instructor and of one another
as follows the exercises described above can be

do you like aapplespplespies yes I1 do made enjoyable because they are easily
what do you do I1 like apples adaptable to real life situations students

gradually feel that they aremakingwaremakingarearo making effective
does he speak english yes he does use of the english language once they have
what does he do he speaks english learned to handle the auxiliary verbs with

ease theyhavethey have overcome one of the greatest
did youbrijagyou bring a pencil to class yes I1 challenges in the processorprocessofprocprocessessofof masteringahemastering theAhedhe

did english langualanguagegp




